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The manuscript employs the well known isotope mass balance formulations to compute
the water balance, namely, the evaporative water loss to total inflow (E/I) ratio in 25
Thermokarst lakes in Canada. The authors subsequently compare the E/I to the lake and
catchment geometry and cover [Catchment Area to Lake area ratio, Lake Depth,
Vegetation, gradient, Lake area etc].  Interestingly, the E/I ratio of the 25 lakes correlate
well (R2=0.74) with the Catchment/Lake area ratio, allowing the authors to compute the
E/I ratio for 7340 Thermokarst lakes without needing the hydrologic or isotopic
measurement in these lakes.

The 25 lakes have similar range in depth (0-4 m) dictating the volume of the water in
the lakes is proportional to their area (because of similarity in lake depth). This would
mean the underlying mechanism for the good correlation between E/I and
Catchment/Lake area ratio is that the later is a good surrogate for Catchment/Lake
Volume and thus to residence time (Volume/Inflow). The major question now is what
would happen if the lakes (25 lakes) vertical dimension was significantly variable and if
the 7340 lakes have variable depth properties? The validity of the assumption that the
lakes have similar depth property must be clearly reflected in the manuscript or the
uncertainties of using the approach or extending the approach beyond these lakes needs
to be highlighted in the manuscript.

Other detailed comments (13 comments) are provide in the attached PDF. 

Please also note the supplement to this comment: 
https://hess.copernicus.org/preprints/hess-2022-279/hess-2022-279-RC2-supplement.pdf
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